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Why?
Shelf Seas Biogeochemistry – WP3
Understanding shelf Fe cycling and export
Modelling can help
Test hypothesis emerging from the fieldwork

Adding spatial and temporal resolution

Look at processes hard to measure in the field

Science questions
Is the shelf a source of iron to the open ocean?

?

How important is the sediment pool as a source compared to the recycling
of organic material?

History of ERSEM/BFM
Creation of a marine ecosystem model that
 has multiple functional groups within each trophic level
 couples both the pelagic and benthic compartment
 is based on internally varying nutrient ratio’s
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Vichi et al 2007

SSB meeting Liverpool 2014
Identification of weaknesses in the current SSB-ERSEM Fe implementation
- lack of speciation
- lack of photochemical processes
(quota not tied to photo-acclimation)
- use of a constant scavenging rate
- lack of ligand representation

-

internal Fe quota in need of improvements/updating
lack of Fe in zooplankton/bacteria
constant sedimentation flux
scavenging rates not particle dependent
uptake determined mainly by size

particulate Fe

colloidal Fe

dissolved Fe

SSB workshop London 2016
Creation of conceptual Fe model for implementation in SSB-ERSEM
Determine which weaknesses are essential to the science questions the model could
help answer and are feasible to implement
- seasonal changes

- distinction in sediment sources of Fe supply to the water column
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Dynamic scavenging rate due to particle sinking
General assumptions

Particulate iron subject to sinking

Scavenging rate

The adsorption of iron into particles is assumed to be regulated by the amount of DOC
(assumed to be a proxy of organic ligands) relative to POC:

DOC:POC
Where:

𝐷𝑂𝐶 𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝜑=
𝑃𝑂𝐶

Iron “available” for phytoplankton
(both free and bound to DOM)
𝐷𝑂𝐶 𝑡𝑜𝑡 = labile+semilabile

SSB observations
Model set up available for Benthic A site
CANDYFLOSS site requires calibration

But what does the seasonal signal look like?
Iron [µmol/m3]

Comparison to CANDYFLOSS data
Data courtesy of Maeve Logan (Un. of Southampton)
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Comparison to CANDYFLOSS data
Data courtesy of Maeve Logan (Un. of Southampton)

20 m
Drawdown in SML is captured ...

but variability in BML too low in model

100 m

Biological response to changing Fe
Saturation for large values of Fe, limitation favours nanophytoplankton
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Work is ongoing ...
Still a lot to do:
- implementations (lithogenic pool, ligands, quota’s dependent on
photo-acclimation, sediment flux to pelagic, bacterial storage)
- set-ups
- validation, including benthic observations

Thank you!

